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Fresh groundwater is widespread globally in offshore aquifers, and is particularly dependent 15 
on the properties of offshore aquitards, which inhibit seawater-freshwater mixing thereby 16 
allowing offshore freshwater to persist. However, little is known of the salinity distribution in 17 
subsea aquitards, especially in relation to the offshore freshwater distribution. This is critical 18 
for the application of recent analytical solutions to subsea freshwater extent given requisite 19 
assumptions about aquitard salinity. In this paper, we use numerical simulation to explore the 20 
extent of offshore freshwater in simplified situations of subsea aquifers and overlying 21 
aquitards, including in relation to the upward leakage of freshwater. The results show that 22 
available analytical solutions significantly overestimate the offshore extent of upwelling 23 
freshwater due to the presumption of seawater in the aquitard, whereas the seawater wedge 24 
toe is less sensitive to the assumed aquitard salinity. We also explore the use of implicit, 25 
conductance-based representations of the aquitard (i.e., using the popular SEAWAT code), 26 
and find that SEAWAT’s implicit approach (i.e., GHB package) can represent the offshore 27 
distance of upwelling freshwater using a novel parameterization strategy. The results show 28 
that an estimate of the upward freshwater flow that is required to freshen the aquitard is 29 
associated with the dimensionless Rayleigh number, whereby the critical Rayleigh number 30 
that distinguishes fresh and saline regions (based on the position of the 0.5 isochlor) within 31 
the aquitard is approximately 2. 32 
 33 
Keywords: Density-dependent flow; Seawater intrusion; Coastal aquifer; Offshore 34 
freshwater; Aquitard; Submarine groundwater discharge.  35 
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1. Introduction 36 
 37 
Despite the widespread presence of freshwater beneath the seafloor (e.g., Post et al., 2013a), 38 
the processes accompanying the occurrence of fresh offshore groundwater are under-studied 39 
relative to the current knowledge of seawater-freshwater relationships in onshore aquifers. 40 
Case studies of freshwater bodies in offshore aquifers have been undertaken for Hong Kong 41 
(China) (Jiao et al., 2015; Kwong and Jiao, 2016), Suriname (Groen et al., 2000), and the 42 
Atlantic continental shelf (USA), including Nantucket Island (Marksamer et al., 2007) and the 43 
subsea aquifers near the border between Georgia and Florida (Johnston, 1983). In each of 44 
these cases, fresh offshore groundwater underlies an extensive low-permeability sequence 45 
(i.e., an aquitard), which inhibits mixing between the fresh groundwater and overlying 46 
seawater. 47 
 48 
Offshore freshwater may be derived from modern discharge originating from onshore 49 
aquifers, and/or may be the consequence of paleo-freshwater entrapped during the low sea 50 
levels of the Pleistocene epoch (Cohen et al., 2010). Here, we define ‘modern’ discharge as 51 
occurring under current sea levels, whereby favorable conditions lead to freshwater discharge 52 
into offshore aquifers. In some cases, modern discharge has created offshore freshwater 53 
extending considerable seaward distances within continental shelves. Bakker (2006) studied 54 
such a system near the Georgia-Florida border (USA), where pre-development (i.e., prior to 55 
human impacts) groundwater heads are thought to have created a fresh groundwater body that 56 
reaches the edge of the continental shelf (i.e., 120 km offshore). Kooi and Groen (2001) 57 
studied the size of hypothetical offshore freshwater reserves driven by the onshore 58 
groundwater conditions, also concluding that freshwater may extend tens of kilometers 59 
offshore as a result of modern groundwater discharge. In the remainder of this manuscript, 60 
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only the simplified case of offshore fresh groundwater that is in equilibrium with the onshore 61 
conditions is considered, i.e., paleo-freshwater in offshore aquifers is neglected. According to 62 
Post et al. (2013a), paleo-freshwater is an important worldwide phenomenon that can be 63 
regarded as a potential freshwater resource; however, in the interests of scrutinizing the 64 
solution of Bakker (2006) (described later in this paper), we neglect paleo-freshwater. Figure 65 
1 presents a schematic of the conceptual model. 66 
 67 
 68 
Figure 1. Conceptual model of a coastal aquifer-aquitard system with offshore extension, 69 
showing a typical freshwater-seawater distribution. Light blue is freshwater, and dark blue is 70 
seawater. The transition between freshwater and seawater is normally dispersive, but is drawn 71 
as a sharp interface for simplicity. Dark brown represents an impervious confining layer 72 
overlying the onshore aquifer, and light brown is the offshore aquitard, with upward leakage 73 
indicated by vertical arrows. Confined and semi-confined aquifers are underlain by an 74 
impervious basement. 75 
 76 
Aside from the onshore hydraulic heads, other factors play important roles in the offshore 77 
distribution of freshwater. For example, Frind (1982) concluded that the vertical hydraulic 78 
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conductivity (Kz) of the subsea aquitard has a critical influence on the offshore distance of 79 
upward freshwater discharge, which in turn affects the salinity distribution in the underlying 80 
aquifer. He used two different values for Kz to demonstrate that the lower value resulted in 81 
increased thickness of the aquifer’s freshwater-seawater mixing zone and a larger offshore 82 
distance of freshwater leakage to the sea. Lu et al. (2013) undertook a more detailed analysis 83 
of the effect of Kz on freshwater-seawater mixing, and showed that as the aquitard-aquifer 84 
contrast in hydraulic conductivity increases, refraction across the aquitard-aquifer interface 85 
creates a broader mixing zone in the aquitard. Michael et al. (2016) showed the important role 86 
of aquifer heterogeneities in controlling subsea groundwater salinity distributions, concluding 87 
that modern continental discharge can account for freshened offshore groundwater to tens or 88 
hundreds of kilometers offshore where preferential flow creates active offshore flow systems. 89 
Analytical solutions to the steady-state extent of freshwater under the sea in offshore semi-90 
confined aquifers have been produced by Edelman (1972), Kooi and Groen (2001), and 91 
Bakker (2006). They adopted steady-state, sharp-interface representations of the freshwater-92 
seawater mixing zone and other simplifications to enable mathematical tractability. In these 93 
solutions, fresh groundwater discharge through the overlying subsea aquitard is treated as a 94 
head-dependent leakage term. This calculation requires that the groundwater salinity within 95 
the aquitard is a-priori known. In the analytical solutions of Kooi and Groen (2001) and 96 
Bakker (2006), the entire offshore aquitard is presumed to contain seawater. The implications 97 
of this assumption, in terms of the predictability of these analytical approaches, is tested in 98 
the current analysis. We expect that the upward leakage of freshwater in Bakker’s (2006) 99 
solution creates freshening of the overlying aquitard, as opposed to it containing seawater. 100 
This is scrutinized by considering advective, dispersive and buoyancy forces occurring within 101 




The primary aim of this paper is to assess the offshore extent of freshwater and seawater in 104 
idealized coastal aquifer-aquitard settings, i.e., under conditions that allow for comparison 105 
with the Bakker (2006) solution. The salinity distributions in subsea aquitards are explored in 106 
relation to subsea freshwater extents and the accompanying upward leakage of freshwater to 107 
the sea, using numerical models. A mixed-convection evaluation of the unstable density 108 
situation of offshore aquitards is undertaken to incorporate the factors that lead to density-109 
driven aquitard salinization. In applying the popular SEAWAT code to reproduce numerically 110 
Bakker’s (2006) analytical solution, we also report on attempts to model the offshore aquitard 111 
using an implicit representation (i.e., a head-dependent boundary condition), as an 112 
approximation of the explicit representation of the aquitard. While the implicit method is 113 
numerically efficient, it has not been evaluated with respect to the more physically reliable 114 
explicit approach, in terms of subsea aquifer-aquitard simulation. Both explicit and implicit 115 
models are used to explore the assumptions adopted by Bakker (2006) regarding the aquitard 116 
salinity. 117 
 118 
2. Methodology 119 
 120 
2.1 Analytical solution 121 
 122 
Edelman (1972) developed the first analytical solution of the extent of offshore freshwater 123 
within a semi-confined subsea aquifer, where buoyancy forces and the location of the 124 
freshwater-seawater interface influence the upwelling freshwater discharge through the 125 
offshore aquitard. In his solution, the tip of the interface (i.e., where the interface intersects 126 
the top of the aquifer) is offshore and the freshwater body otherwise occurs as a lens, similar 127 
to the situation of small islands. Kooi and Groen (2001) produced a solution for the situation 128 
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when the toe (i.e., where the interface intersects the bottom of the aquifer) is offshore. Both 129 
Edelman (1972) and Kooi and Groen (2001) considered infinitely long offshore aquifer-130 
aquitard systems. Bakker (2006) built on their solutions by solving for the situation where 131 
freshwater reaches the offshore limit of the subsea aquifer (e.g., the edge of the continental 132 
shelf), which he represented as a vertical boundary that reflects the hydrostatic head of the 133 
sea. Bakker’s (2006) conceptual model is consistent with the situation illustrated in Figure 1; 134 
an offshore semi-confined aquifer containing freshwater and seawater that are in equilibrium 135 
(i.e., steady-state conditions), and connected to a confined onshore aquifer. Freshwater enters 136 
the aquifer at the landward boundary, and eventually flows above a body of seawater, 137 
assumed immobile. The shape of the freshwater-seawater interface, which is treated as a 138 
sharp, pressure-equilibrium boundary, is a function of buoyancy forces arising from the 139 
density difference between freshwater and seawater. Losses of freshwater from the offshore 140 
aquifer, referred to here as submarine fresh groundwater discharge (SFGD), occur as upward 141 
seepage through the offshore aquitard, or as outflow where the aquifer is exposed at the 142 
continental shelf. Figure 1 illustrates the case where offshore freshwater does not extend to 143 
the continental shelf, and therefore the only discharge pathway for SFGD from the semi-144 
confined aquifer is via upward leakage through the aquitard. 145 
 146 
Figure 2 shows the 2D cross section and associated variables adopted by Bakker (2006) in 147 
developing his analytical solution. The onshore confined aquifer and offshore semi-confined 148 
aquifer have uniform thickness (H), and are assumed horizontal, homogeneous and isotropic. 149 
The offshore aquitard, which is also homogeneous and isotropic, has a uniform thickness 150 
(Hl), and is overlain by a depth of seawater equal to Hs. The offshore domain extends a 151 
distance Ls to the continental shelf, which is represented by a vertical, specified-head 152 
boundary condition of hydrostatic seawater heads. Freshwater inflow (Qc) [L2 T-1] to the 153 
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model domain occurs through the left-hand boundary, which is situated at a landward 154 
distance Lc from the shoreline. The sea level is zs above the base of the aquifer. Freshwater 155 
and seawater densities are designated ρf and ρs, respectively. Analogous conceptual models 156 
were adopted by Kooi and Groen (2001), Bakker (2006) and Bakker et al. (2017). 157 
 158 
 159 
Figure 2. Conceptual model of a confined onshore aquifer with semi-confined offshore 160 
extension. Color lines represent the salinity (blue = freshwater, red = seawater) of water 161 
entering the domain through boundaries. No-flow boundary conditions are used above and 162 
below the confined aquifer, and below the semi-confined aquifer. 163 
 164 
The equivalent freshwater head of the ocean at the top of the aquitard (ht) is given by 165 






+=  (1) 167 
 168 
Application of Darcy’s law, accounting for the buoyancy force that arises from the 169 
assumption of seawater in the aquitard, produces the following equation for upward 170 






















 (2) 172 
 173 
Here, h is the head within the freshwater region of the subsea aquifer, and Kz is the vertical 174 
hydraulic conductivity, in this case of the aquitard [L T-1]. If the aquitard contains freshwater, 175 
the buoyancy term, (ρs – ρf)/ρf, should be removed from equation (2). Bakker (2006) rewrites 176 
equation (2) in terms of the hydrostatic freshwater head of the sea at the base of the aquitard 177 
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Kq −=  (4) 182 
 183 
Bakker (2006) identifies four possible situations regarding the position of the interface toe 184 
and tip relative to both the shoreline and continental shelf boundary. Which of the four cases 185 
arises from a particular set of parameters is determined using two dimensionless parameters 186 
(see Bakker, 2006). These then lead to relevant analytical solutions to solve for the extent of 187 
offshore freshwater. Bakker et al. (2017) correct an inaccuracy in Bakker (2006) regarding 188 
the evaluation of the incomplete elliptic integrals for the solution of the two cases where the 189 
tip of the interface reaches the edge of the continental shelf (i.e., Cases III and IV; Bakker, 190 
2006). 191 
 192 
We replaced the inland specified-flux boundary condition used by Bakker (2006) with a 193 
specified-head condition, because inland head values are preferred as input to the problem. 194 
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That is, groundwater heads are known more commonly than groundwater fluxes. The head 195 
boundary condition was satisfied using a numerical shooting approach based on the classical 196 
4th-order Runge-Kutta technique (Thomann, 2017). This approach was necessary because the 197 
head-based method provided by Bakker et al. (2017) was not available at the time of our 198 
investigation. 199 
 200 
2.2 Numerical modelling 201 
 202 
Numerical modelling was used to assess the offshore extent of freshwater and seawater in 203 
both the aquifer and aquitard below sea, under conditions that allow for comparison with the 204 
Bakker (2006) solution. SEAWAT version 4 (Langevin et al., 2008) was adopted for this 205 
purpose. SEAWAT has been extensively tested and is widely used for the simulation of 206 
density-dependent groundwater flow and solute transport, combining MODFLOW-2000 207 
(Harbaugh et al., 2000) and MT3DMS (Zheng and Wang, 1999). The flow and transport 208 
components are coupled through the fluid density term, which is taken as a linear function of 209 
solute concentration. The methods adopted by SEAWAT are described in the user manual 210 
(Langevin et al., 2008), and are therefore omitted here for brevity. 211 
 212 
We test both explicit and implicit representations of the subsea aquitard in numerical 213 
experiments, because implicit representation offers significant computational savings and is 214 
therefore an attractive option for practical, field-scale problems. In the explicit approach, the 215 
aquitard is subdivided into horizontal layers. An overlying specified-head boundary condition 216 
(top layer) represents the hydrostatic head of the sea, and groundwater discharges at the 217 




2.2.1. Implicit simulation of the subsea aquitard 220 
 221 
Implicit representation of the subsea aquitard is at least theoretically possible through 222 
application of SEAWAT’s General Head Boundary (GHB) package (Langevin et al., 2008). 223 
The implicit approach is appealing because it adopts a similar conductance-based 224 
representation of the subsea aquitard as described by Bakker (2006). That is, the GHB 225 
package simulates flow (QGHB) [L3 T-1] into or out of a cell as a function of the difference 226 
between the head of the cell and that of an external sink/source (Harbaugh, 2005). In our case, 227 
the latter is the sea. Solute concentrations accompanying inflow and outflow via the GHB 228 
package are dealt with in the Sink and Source Mixing (SSM) package of MT3DMS (Zheng 229 
and Wang, 1999). A schematic of the GHB package is given in Figure 3 and is discussed in 230 
more detail below. 231 
 232 
 233 
Figure 3. General conceptual model of the GHB package in SEAWAT. Light blue 234 
‘manometers’ show equivalent freshwater heads. Variables are described in the main body of 235 
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 240 
Here, Zi is the cell centre elevation, ZGHB is the user-specified base elevation of the GHB 241 
reservoir, hf,i is the equivalent freshwater head at the center of the model cell [L], and hf,GHB is 242 
the equivalent freshwater head at the base of the GHB reservoir (Figure 3). SEAWAT obtains 243 
hf,GHB from the user-specified hGHB (the water level in the GHB reservoir) using the 244 
formulation ( ) ( ) ffGHBGHBfGHBGHBGHBf Zhh ρρρρρ −−=, . SEAWAT determines the value 245 
of ρGHB (density of water in the GHB reservoir) through conversion of the user-specified 246 
solute concentration for the water in the GHB reservoir. CGHB is the user-specified boundary 247 
conductance [L2 T-1], given by LAKGHB , where KGHB is the hydraulic conductivity of 248 
material between the GHB reservoir and the model cell [L T-1], A is the area perpendicular to 249 
GHB flow [L2], and L is the distance between the cell center and the base of the GHB 250 
reservoir. ρ  [M L-3] represents the density of water between the GHB reservoir and the 251 
model cell. 252 
 253 
SEAWAT’s formulation of ρ  makes application of the GHB package to the variable-density 254 
arrangement of Figure 3 challenging. ρ  is assumed in SEAWAT to be equal to the average 255 
of ρGHB and the fluid density of the model cell (ρi), whereas in reality, groundwater between 256 
the model cell and the boundary (i.e., in the aquitard) is likely to change depending on the 257 
direction of flow. SEAWAT’s approach is a simplification of otherwise a-priori unknown 258 
salinity conditions that occur within the aquitard (i.e., in the connection between the GHB 259 




The most appropriate value of ρ  for the simulation of subsea aquitards within the current 262 
conceptual models is presently unclear. That is, the average fluid density to use for aquitards 263 
overlying fresh subsea aquifers is unstudied. To address this, we develop guidance on the 264 
selection of GHB parameters for the current problem through model testing using various 265 
GHB parameter combinations. The intent is to apply the GHB package so that it reproduces 266 
as closely as possible the mathematics representing boundary discharge as adopted by Bakker 267 
(2006). The GHB package is also tested for consistency against the results of models that 268 
adopt an explicit (i.e., ‘physically based’) representation of the aquitard. 269 
 270 
Table 1 contains the final list of GHB parameters, given in terms of variables defined by 271 
Bakker (2006), and that reproduce Bakker’s (2006) formulae for flow through the aquitard. 272 
The derivation of parameters is described below. 273 
 274 
Table 1. GHB parameters defined in terms of variables relevant to Bakker’s (2006) 275 
conceptual model. 276 











#∆x is the cell width (assumes unit cell size perpendicular to the cross section) 277 
*ρGHB is assigned a value of ρf, so that hf,GHB = hGHB (see Figure 3) 278 
 279 
In our use of the GHB package, we aim to develop three salinity conditions in the subsea 280 
aquitard, namely entirely seawater, freshwater or mixed salinity water. This can be achieved 281 
by manipulating the GHB parameters of ρGHB and ZGHB. Consider firstly the situation where 282 
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the upper aquifer cell contains freshwater but the aquitard contains seawater, i.e., Bakker’s 283 
(2006) assumption. This allows Hl = L on the basis that L can be taken from the top of the cell 284 
(i.e., rather than from the cell center, as shown in Figure 3) given the Dupuit assumption and 285 
because freshwater within the aquifer cell precludes the need to correct the cell’s equivalent 286 
freshwater head for the reference elevation. Also, by taking ρGHB = ρf, ρ  = ρf when the 287 
aquifer cell contains freshwater, thereby eliminating the buoyancy term from equation (5), 288 
which is not present in Bakker’s (2006) equation (i.e., equation (4)). In order to account for 289 
seawater occurring in the aquitard (given ρGHB = ρ f), hGHB is assigned the value of hs. Making 290 
the Table 1 substitutions, equation (5) reduces to equation (4), thereby replicating Bakker’s 291 
(2006) formula. 292 
 293 
Equation (5) arrives at equation (4) using Table 1 substitutions only when the subsea aquifer 294 
contains freshwater. However, the substitution of Table 1 parameters into equation (5) results 295 
in flow across the aquitard where the aquifer contains seawater (as apparent in the analysis 296 
that follows), in violation of the assumptions of Bakker (2006). To account for this, a 297 
modification is made to Table 1 parameter substitutions so that no flow will occur when the 298 
model cell contains seawater. That is, we require QGHB = 0 where ρi = ρs. Model cells 299 
representing the aquifer that are filled with seawater should reflect the hydrostatic head of the 300 
ocean, giving rise to hf,i = Zi + (zs – Zi)ρs/ρf (from direct application of Bernoulli’s equation). 301 
Substituting these conditions into equation (5), considering the abovementioned definition of 302 
ρ , and adopting a selection of the Table 1 substitutions, leads to: 303 


























In equation (6), only ZGHB can be adjusted without changing the freshwater flow formulation, 306 
because the buoyancy term is eliminated under freshwater conditions in the aquifer (as 307 
explained above). Thus, equation (6) is rearranged in terms of ZGHB: 308 





2  (7) 309 
 310 
Hence, in combination with the use of ρf for ρGHB, equation (7) creates vertical aquitard flow 311 
(at rates that assume that the aquitard contains seawater) where there is freshwater in the 312 
aquifer, whereas there is no flow in the aquitard where the underlying aquifer contains only 313 
seawater (i.e., following Bakker’s (2006) approach). 314 
 315 
An alternative GHB parameterization is needed to represent the same conditions except where 316 
the aquitard contains freshwater in regions of freshwater in the underlying aquifer. 317 
Considering the situation of freshwater in the top of the aquifer, the buoyancy term in 318 
equation (2) is removed, and the value for hf,GHB used in equation (5) is ht. Again, we require 319 
QGHB = 0 where ρi = ρs, leading to the following substitution for ZGHB: 320 





2  (8) 321 
 322 
The approaches to GHB parameterization described above were tested by comparing 323 
Bakker’s (2006) method with models that adopt implicit and explicit representations of the 324 
subsea aquitard. 325 
 326 




Table 2 describes the baseline parameters used in the analytical and numerical models. 329 
Parameters are typical of previous coastal aquifer modelling by Kooi and Groen (2001), Post 330 
and Kooi (2003), Werner and Simmons (2009), Laattoe et al. (2013), and Werner (2017b), 331 
with some trial and error to achieve tip positions that were landward of the model’s offshore 332 
boundary. We did this to ensure that the tip position was sensitive to differences between 333 
models rather than being located at the continental shelf. Two different scales were 334 
considered, labelled as Sections 1 and 2 in Table 2. The smaller domain size of Section 1 335 
allowed for fine discretization, and was used for cases of lower contrast between the aquitard 336 
Kz and the aquifer K. The longer extent of Section 2 provided insight into situations involving 337 
higher K contrasts and more realistic scales. The same onshore head (h = 32 m) was used in 338 
all simulations, thereby creating various rates of Qc as a consequence of changes to other 339 
parameters. 340 
  341 
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Table 2. Parameters adopted in numerical and analytical models. 342 
Parameter Symbol Section 1 Section 2 Unit 
Onshore aquifer length Lc 100 490 m 
Offshore aquifer length Ls 20 3000 m 
Depth of the sea above the aquitard Hs 20 20 m 
Aquitard thickness Hl 1 1 m 
Aquifer depth H 10 10 m 
Hydrostatic seawater head zs 31 31 m 
Aquifer hydraulic conductivity K 10 10 m/d 
Specific storage Ss 10-5 10-5 1/m 
Effective porosity ne 0.3 0.3 - 
Freshwater density ρf 1000 1000 kg/m3 
Seawater density ρs 1025 1025 kg/m3 
Onshore head ho 32 32 m 
 343 
Two phases of numerical experimentation were used to achieve the objectives of the 344 
investigation. Phase 1 numerical models adopted an explicit representation of the offshore 345 
aquitard, allowing for physically based simulation of the mixed-convective processes 346 
occurring in the aquifer-aquitard system, at least to the degree that the low-dispersion 347 
conditions adopted in this study allow. Dispersion parameters were set to zero to reflect the 348 
sharp-interface approach of Bakker (2006), and only unavoidable artificial numerical 349 
dispersion (referred to hereafter as ‘artificial dispersion’; e.g., Werner, 2017a) creates 350 
widening of the mixing zone. In order to minimize oscillation problems produced by 351 
simulating purely advective scenarios (in which the grid Peclet number exceeds the 352 
recommended maximum value for finite difference methods of 2; Zheng and Bennett, 2002), 353 
the third-order TVD method (Zheng and Wang, 1999) was used in solving the transport 354 
equation in all simulations. The modelling results were compared to Bakker’s (2006) solution 355 
to assess the validity of his underlying assumptions regarding the aquitard salinity. Phase 2 356 
numerical modelling involved implicit representation of the offshore aquitard, commensurate 357 
with the approach of Bakker (2006), thereby exploring the use of the GHB package of 358 
SEAWAT in simulating offshore conditions. Substitutions as described in Section 2.2.1 were 359 
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adopted to allow for different aquitard salinities to be tested, and comparisons were made 360 
with models that simulate the aquitard explicitly. In the two phases, several values of the 361 
aquifer K-aquitard Kz contrast were tested, as outlined in Table 3, which lists the parameters 362 
that differentiate the various numerical experiments. Steady-state results were achieved by 363 
running SEAWAT in transient mode until no further changes were discernible. 364 
 365 
Table 3. Hydraulic conductivity (aquifer K and aquitard Kz) values adopted in numerical 366 
experiments, and corresponding rates of fresh groundwater inflow. 367 
Phase Model Section 
Onshore boundary 






m2/d m/d - 
1 
1 1 0.3480 5 2:1 
2 1 0.3417 1 10:1 
3 1 0.3361 0.5 20:1 
4 2 0.0675 0.01 1000:1 
5 2 0.0540 0.001 10,000:1 
6 2 0.0308 0.0001 100,000:1 
2 
7 1 0.3462 5 2:1 
8 1 0.3384 1 10:1 
9 1 0.3320 0.5 20:1 
10 1 0.3489 5 2:1 
11 1 0.3416 1 10:1 
12 1 0.3359 0.5 20:1 
13 1 0.3469 5 2:1 
14 1 0.3400 1 10:1 
15 1 0.3340 0.5 20:1 
*Obtained from Phase 1 numerical modeling 368 
 369 
Two different finite-difference grids were used as shown in Figure 4. Models 1, 2, and 3 370 
adopted the model-domain grid shown in Figure 4a, for which the horizontal grid resolution 371 
varies from 0.1 m at the seaward boundary increasing to 10 m at the landward boundary. The 372 
grid was designed such that the interface was contained within the part of the model with 0.1-373 
m resolution. Layers are 0.1 m deep. The upper layer of explicit models contains high-K, 374 
specified-head cells within the offshore region to simulate the effect of the sea. The next ten 375 
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layers represent the 1-m thick aquitard. In the implicit-aquitard models of Phase 2, the grid of 376 
Figure 4a was used without the upper eleven layers that simulate the aquitard and the 377 
overlying specified-head boundary condition (the GHB package was instead used to simulate 378 
the aquitard). Figure 4b shows the finite-difference grid used for Models 4, 5 and 6, for which 379 
the grid resolution represents a trade-off between model execution times and accuracy. The 380 
horizontal grid resolution varies from 50 m at the left-hand boundary decreasing to 2 m at the 381 
seaward boundary. The region of the model containing the interface has a 5-m horizontal 382 
discretization. Vertical discretization is again 0.10 m. The boundary condition at the onshore 383 
(left boundary) is a specified-head condition with a concentration boundary condition that 384 
adopts a fixed salinity equal to freshwater (i.e., relative salinity of zero) for groundwater flow 385 
entering the system. The influence of the sea is represented by 20 m and 3000 m of horizontal 386 
seafloor in Figures 4a and 4b, respectively, along with the right vertical edge of the model 387 
(aside from the region where the aquitard is exposed to the sea, which was assigned a no-flow 388 
condition). This general layout is similar to that described by Kooi and Groen (2001). 389 
Seawater hydrostatic heads are specified at sea boundaries in combination with a 390 
concentration condition of seawater salinity (i.e., relative salinity of 1.0) for the incoming 391 






Figure 4. Finite-difference model grids for Phase 1, where blue cells represent specified-head 396 
and flow-dependent concentration conditions: (a) Section 1, (b) Section 2. Brown cells 397 
represent no-flow conditions where the aquitard is exposed to the sea. Black regions are 398 
inactive cells. Horizontal distance is from the shoreline, and units are meters. 399 
 400 
Three different salinity conditions were assigned to the aquitard in the Phase 2 numerical 401 
experiments. Models 7, 8 and 9 represent Bakker’s (2006) assumption of seawater in the 402 
aquitard, while Models 10, 11 and 12 presume that the aquitard contains freshwater (see 403 
Section 2.2.1 for GHB parameters). Finally, SEAWAT’s default calculation of mixed water 404 
was tested using Models 13, 14 and 15, whereby the aquitard’s water has a density equal to 405 
the average of freshwater and seawater. In this case, the program is used in its more 406 
“intuitive” form, whereby hf,GHB is calculated internally, and both ρGHB and ZGHB represent 407 
the current conceptual conditions, i.e., seawater density and the equivalent freshwater head at 408 
the top of the aquitard, respectively. Table 4 summarizes the case-specific parameters used in 409 
Phase 2. 410 
  411 
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7 31.525    10.05* 0.50 0 
8 31.525    10.05* 0.10 0 
9 31.525    10.05* 0.05 0 
10 31.500      12.05** 0.50 0 
11 31.500     12.05** 0.10 0 
12 31.500     12.05** 0.05 0 
13  31 11 0.50 1 
14  31 11 0.10 1 
15  31 11 0.05 1 
*ZGHB calculated from equation (7). 413 
**ZGHB calculated from equation (8). 414 
#Dimensionless salinity relative to seawater, where 0 is freshwater and 1 is seawater. 415 
 416 
2.3 Mixed-convective analysis of the subsea aquitard 417 
 418 
Salinization of the aquitard is a mixed-convective problem, in which the unstable 419 
configuration of higher-density seawater overlying lower-density freshwater gives rise to a 420 
downwards gravity (or buoyancy) force on the seawater overlying the aquitard. Downward 421 
flow will occur in the aquitard where buoyancy forces have overcome the advective forces 422 
associated with SFGD. Wooding et al. (1997) attempted to predict the salinity distribution 423 
within low-permeable sediments subject to mixed-convective processes. They showed that 424 
the solute motion in unstable density configurations is initially driven by solute dispersion, 425 
which forms a saline boundary layer. If the upward flow of freshwater is sufficient to 426 
counteract dispersion, the conditions may remain in equilibrium thereby avoiding the creation 427 
of density-driven solute fingers. Based on these principles and under equilibrium conditions, 428 
Kooi and Groen (2001) simplified the saline boundary layer thickness (δ) to: 429 




where D is the dispersion coefficient [L2 T-1] and qz is the Darcy velocity of vertical 432 
freshwater flow [L T-1]. Kooi and Groen (2001) and Wooding et al. (1997) considered 433 
dispersion as only molecular diffusion. On this basis, Kooi and Groen (2001) suggested that 434 
complete salinization of the aquitard will occur when the aquitard thickness is equal to δ. 435 
They then used this definition to redefine the location of the interface tip, whereby their 436 
analytical estimates of the offshore freshwater length were modified such that SFGD was 437 
terminated at the offshore position where δ equals Hl. The approach adopted by Kooi and 438 
Groen (2001) resulted in a reduction of 50-80% of the offshore freshwater length for the 439 
various cases that were analyzed. Unfortunately, they were unable to obtain consistent 440 
agreement between their numerical simulations and their δ-based truncation of the offshore 441 
freshwater extent. 442 
 443 
The forces acting in the boundary layer are represented by Wooding et al.’s (1997) boundary 444 
Rayleigh number (Raδ), which is a dimensionless parameter defined by the ratio of buoyancy 445 
forces to resistive forces (i.e., dispersion). Wooding et al. (1997) proposed the following 446 
definition: 447 
 ( ) DKRa fzfs ρδρρδ −=  (10) 448 
 449 
The onset of instability in the boundary layer, that is when buoyancy forces overcome 450 
dispersion, leads to a critical value of Raδ (namely Rac), whereby dispersive transport 451 
transitions to density-driven transport in the form of unstable saline fingers. Wooding et al. 452 
(1997) found that Rac is approximately 10 in silty and sandy clay-bearing sediments. That is, 453 
unstable fingers develop once Raδ exceeds 10. Kooi and Groen (2001) do not report values of 454 
Raδ. In the analytical development provided by Bakker (2006), there is no consideration of 455 




Smith and Turner (2001) used a modified equation for the Rayleigh number (Ra*) to analyse 458 
the effects of mixed convection within a two-dimensional cross-sectional model of freshwater 459 
discharge to a saline estuary. Their conceptual model bears many similarities to the current 460 
one, except the estuary was represented as a horizontal, one-dimensional boundary condition 461 
(i.e., non-penetrating and immediately overlying the aquifer) of specified head and 462 
concentration. That is, the intervening aquitard considered in Figures 1 and 2 was not 463 
included. Smith and Turner (2001) concluded that the critical Ra* for the occurrence of 464 
saltwater below the estuary is approximately five. 465 
 466 
The three applications of Rayleigh theory described above (i.e., Wooding et al., 1997; Smith 467 
and Turner, 2001; Kooi and Groen, 2001) differ to the current situation. For example, while 468 
Wooding et al. (1997) consider mixed-convective forces in a vertical, homogeneous, one-469 
dimensional setting, our problem contains two materials (aquifer and aquitard) in a two-470 
dimensional flow field. Smith and Turner’s (2001) saltwater boundary is coincident with the 471 
top of the aquifer, whereas our problem has an intervening aquitard between the ocean floor 472 
and the aquifer. Kooi and Groen (2001) consider that aquifer salinization will arise when 473 
boundary layer theory predicts that the aquitard is entirely saline, but this neglects any 474 
boundary layer in the aquifer. In addition, validation is required to test the veracity of Kooi 475 
and Groen’s method (2001). Furthermore, we adopt the more physically realistic sea-floor 476 
boundary condition of different mass concentrations for inflow (seawater) and outflow 477 
(ambient groundwater), whereas Kooi and Groen (2001) and Smith and Turner (2001) used 478 
specified-concentration (Dirichlet) boundary conditions. Smith (2004) and Abarca et al. 479 
(2007) explain why the flow-dependent concentration boundary condition that we use is more 480 
realistic relative to the Dirichlet condition of previous subsea aquifer investigations. For 481 
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example, Dirichlet concentration boundaries may lead to anomalous backward dispersion 482 
effects for outflowing groundwater where it differs in concentration to the boundary value. 483 
Smith (2004) found significant differences between the two boundary condition types in 484 
terms of mixed-convective processes in his evaluation of seawater recirculation rates. 485 
 486 
The development of the boundary layer needed for the application of Rayleigh theory is a 487 
dispersion-based process. In this study, dispersion effects (i.e., molecular diffusion and 488 
mechanical dispersion) have been neglected in an attempt to match the sharp interface 489 
assumed by Bakker (2006). To test the Rayleigh number theory in the investigated conceptual 490 
framework, an unknown dispersion value, Da [L2 T-1], represents the artificial dispersion in 491 
SEAWAT simulations. For example, Da may be adopted in equation (9), assuming that Da is 492 
constant within the aquitard (e.g., Kooi and Groen, 2001). In any case, dispersion can be 493 
eliminated from equation (10) through substitution of equation (9), leading to a dispersion-494 
independent form (Wooding et al., 1997): 495 
 ( ) zfzfs qKRa ρρρδ −=  (11) 496 
 497 
Equation (11) was used to obtain the lateral distribution of Raδ from the results of Phase 1 498 
modelling, which involved explicit simulation of the aquitard. The upward flow at the base of 499 
the aquitard was used for qz. 500 
 501 
3. Results 502 
 503 




Figure 5 shows the steady-state salinity distributions for the six models of Phase 1, compared 506 
to Bakker’s (2006) analytical solution. The offshore distance to the interface tip (xtip) 507 
increases as the aquitard Kz is reduced for a given aquifer K (see Table 3), in agreement with 508 
the findings of Frind (1982). However, significant differences between the numerical results 509 
and Bakker’s (2006) analytical solution are found. For example, the analytical solution 510 
estimates that xtip reaches the end of the offshore aquifer in Model 3, whereas the numerical 511 
model predicts that the freshwater body reaches only the midpoint of the offshore aquifer. 512 
Aside from the discrepancy in xtip, the analytical solution provides a reasonable match to 513 
most of the interfaces’ shapes. The toe position (xtoe) from numerical models is slightly 514 
underestimated by the analytical solution. This difference may be attributable to the effects of 515 






Figure 5. Comparison between numerical model salinity distributions (color distribution, 520 
where blue is freshwater and red is seawater) and Bakker’s (2006) sharp-interface location 521 
(yellow line) from Phase 1 models. Models 1 to 3 and 4 to 6 have geometries applicable to 522 
Sections 1 and 2, respectively. Horizontal distance is from the shoreline, and units are meters. 523 
Descriptions of the cases are given in Tables 2 and 3. Only the first inland 40 m are depicted 524 
for Models 1 to 3 to highlight the mixing zone characteristics. 525 
 526 
A quantitative comparison between numerical and analytical results from Phase 1 is given in 527 
Figure 6, in which the 0.5 isochlor salinity has been used to represent xtip in numerical results. 528 
Figure 6 shows that xtip over-prediction is greater in situations where the aquifer K-aquitard 529 






Figure 6. Comparison of analytically and numerically derived xtip for Phase 1 models. Errors 534 
are calculated as: 100×(analytical xtip – numerical xtip)/numerical xtip. 535 
 536 
The velocities produced by SEAWAT are depicted in Figure 7 to show aquitard flow patterns 537 
in relation to salinity distributions. Figure 7 provides an enlarged representation of the 538 
aquitard mixing zone, which widens as Kz is reduced (for a given aquifer K). Artificial 539 
dispersion clearly plays a role in the behavior of the aquitard mixing zone, which would 540 
otherwise behave as a sharp interface. The location of the divide between upwards and 541 
downwards flow in the aquitard occurs where the salinity (relative to seawater) is between 0.9 542 
and 0.99 (Figure 7). 543 




Figure 7. Velocity vectors and salinity contours from Models 1 to 6. Arrow size follows a 546 
logarithmic relationship with velocity magnitude. Distances are from the shoreline. The 547 





3.2 Phase 2 551 
 552 
Figure 8 shows the results when Bakker’s (2006) assumption of seawater in the aquitard is 553 
reproduced using the GHB package. The analytical and numerical results are in close 554 
agreement, and in particular, xtip is very well matched. The good match indicates that the 555 
implicit-aquitard method and the sharp-interface application of SEAWAT are mathematically 556 




Figure 8. Phase 2 models assuming that the aquitard contains seawater, showing the 561 
comparison between numerical simulations with implicit aquitard representation (color 562 
distribution, where blue is freshwater and red is seawater) and Bakker’s (2006) sharp-563 
interface location (yellow line). Horizontal distance is from the shoreline. Units are meters. 564 
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Model geometry and a description of the cases are given in Tables 2 and 3. Only the first 40 565 
m of the onshore section are shown for improved clarity. 566 
 567 
Figure 9 presents rates of upward discharge through the aquitard, from both numerical 568 
modelling and the analytical solution. The strong match is consistent with the salinity results 569 
from corresponding cases shown in Figure 8. These results validate the parameterization of 570 
the GHB package developed in Section 2.2.1, aimed at reproducing Bakker’s (2006) 571 
assumptions. A higher aquifer K-aquitard Kz contrast (i.e., 10,000:1) was also tested using the 572 
grid of Figure 4b (without the upper layers that represent the aquitard and the sea), and the 573 
discharge obtained is illustrated in Figure 9d. We take confidence from the comparison 574 
shown in Figures 8 and 9 that the implicit method is suitable for exploring other assumed 575 





Figure 9. Upward Darcy velocities through the aquitard, as calculated by the analytical 579 
solution and the numerical model using implicit representation of the subsea aquitard: (a) 580 
Section 1 using 2:1 aquifer K-aquitard Kz contrast; (b) Section 1 using 10:1 aquifer K-581 
aquitard Kz contrast; (c) Section 1 using 20:1 aquifer K-aquitard Kz contrast; (d) Section 2 582 
using 10,000:1 aquifer K-aquitard Kz contrast, where only the first 800 m of the offshore 583 
section are shown for improved clarity. The grey solid line and the black dashed line 584 
represent the analytical solution and the numerical model results, respectively. 585 
Figure 10 illustrates salinity distributions obtained when the aquitard, represented implicitly 586 
in numerical models, is presumed to contain freshwater. These are compared to Bakker’s 587 
(2006) analytical solution. The xtip obtained from corresponding Phase 1 (explicit) models is 588 
also shown (black arrows; Figure 10), indicating that models assuming freshwater within the 589 
(implicit) aquitard and models simulating the aquitard explicitly are well matched. In addition 590 
to the models shown in Figure 10, a simulation with a higher hydraulic conductivity contrast 591 
(equal to 10,000:1 and using the model grid of Figure 4b without the upper layers that 592 
represent the aquitard and the sea) was tested (not shown here for brevity). Implicit and 593 





Figure 10. Phase 2 models showing the comparison between numerical simulations with 597 
implicit aquitard representation (color distribution, where blue is freshwater and red is 598 
seawater) and Bakker’s (2006) sharp interface location (yellow line). Black arrows show the 599 
corresponding xtip in explicit numerical models (i.e., Phase 1) for the 0.5 isochlor. Horizontal 600 
distance is from the shoreline. Units are meters. Model geometry and description of the cases 601 
are given in Tables 2 and 3. Only the first inland 40 m of the onshore section are shown for 602 
improved clarity. 603 
 604 
Figure 11 illustrates interface distributions obtained when ‘intuitive’ GHB parameters are 605 
adopted, as described in Section 2.2.1. The resulting xtip positions are located approximately 606 
midway between the position of Bakker’s (2006) xtip and the explicit result. This is a rather 607 
expected outcome of using the average salinity to set the water density ( ) within the 608 




contrast (i.e., 10,000:1) was also tested using the grid of Figure 4b (without the upper layers 610 
that represent the aquitard and the sea), and this produced a similar over-prediction of xtip 611 
using the implicit model. 612 
 613 
 614 
Figure 11. Phase 2 models assuming that the aquitard contains mixed water (i.e., default 615 
option in SEAWAT), showing the comparison between numerical simulations with implicit 616 
aquitard representation (color distribution, where blue is freshwater and red is seawater) and 617 
Bakker’s (2006) sharp interface location (yellow line). Black arrows show the corresponding 618 
xtip in explicit numerical models (i.e., Phase 1) for the 0.5 isochlor. Horizontal distance is 619 
from the shoreline. Units are meters. Model geometry and a description of cases are given in 620 





4. Discussion 624 
 625 
The aquifer and aquitard salinity distributions of explicit models show more complex patterns 626 
than those that arise from sharp-interface representations. For example, while analytical 627 
methods account for the upward flow of only freshwater, seawater recirculation leads to 628 
saline groundwater discharge through the aquitard (e.g., Figure 7), at concentrations of up to 629 
0.99 of seawater. Huyakorn et al. (1987) obtained a similar outcome from numerical 630 
modelling of seawater intrusion in a semi-confined, subsea aquifer, in which upward flow of 631 
groundwater with salinities greater than 0.9 of seawater occurred. It is perhaps unsurprising 632 
that the well-documented recirculation of seawater in coastal aquifers (e.g., Smith, 2004; Post 633 
et al., 2013b) can be expected also in subsea aquifers, due to similar mixed-convection 634 
processes leading to “convective overturn” of the seawater body. The results also show that 635 
the mixing zone in the aquitard widens when the aquitard Kz is reduced (Figure 7), consistent 636 
with numerical modelling and sand-tank experiments of stratified aquifers by Lu et al. (2013). 637 
According to Lu et al. (2013), upward diluted seawater is refracted when flowing from a 638 
higher-K unit (aquifer) towards an overlying lower-K layer (aquitard) producing separation of 639 
streamlines within the aquitard, which in turn enhances the width of the mixing zone. This 640 
phenomenon may contribute to the smaller (but nonetheless significant) discrepancy between 641 
Phase 1 numerical models and Bakker’s (2006) analytical solution as the aquifer K-aquitard 642 
Kz contrast increases (see Figure 6). That is, enhanced mixing in the aquitard under strong K 643 
contrasts may lead to higher solute concentrations in the aquitard, which tends towards the 644 
assumption by Bakker (2006) that the aquitard contains seawater. 645 
 646 
Seawater recirculation and other dispersive effects in our results are caused by unavoidable 647 
artificial dispersion (e.g., Werner, 2017a). Artificial dispersion appears to have only a small 648 
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influence on the interface location, given the close correlation between numerical and 649 
analytical methods (e.g., Figure 8). This is consistent with the small dispersion parameters 650 
(i.e., transverse dispersivity of around 10-7 to 10-6 m) obtained by Werner (2017a, 2017b) in 651 
reproducing the effect of artificial dispersion in models of similar scales. Nevertheless, 652 
artificial dispersion allows for a Rayleigh-type analysis of the mixed-convective processes 653 
occurring in the aquitard. Figure 12 shows the values of Raδ for three different salinity 654 
conditions (0.1, 0.5 and 0.9 isochlors). The value of Raδ for the 0.5 isochlor is relatively 655 
consistent across the six models, at approximately 2, whereas there is variation in Raδ for the 656 
0.1 and 0.9 isochlors. The stability of the 0.5 isochlor value is convenient for defining a 657 
critical value of Raδ, because this concentration is widely used to indicate the penetration of 658 
seawater in variable-density problems (e.g., Volker and Rushton, 1982; Abarca et al., 2007; 659 
Sebben et al., 2015). 660 
 661 
 662 
Figure 12. Raδ values for the 0.1, 0.5 and 0.9 isochlors from Phase 1 modelling results. 663 
 664 
The error in the sharp-interface prediction of the interface tip, as determined by comparison to 665 
the explicit numerical solution, increases as the presumed salinity of the offshore aquitard 666 
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increases. This is quantified in Figure 13, in which xtip reflects the location of the 0.5 isochlor 667 
at the top of the offshore aquifer. Error values show reducing discrepancies with increasing 668 
aquifer K: aquitard Kz, and discussed above. 669 
 670 
 671 
Figure 13. Comparison of xtip obtained from Phase 1 explicit-aquitard models and Phase 2 672 
implicit-aquitard models, which adopted freshwater (“Phase 2 freshwater”), mixed 673 
freshwater-seawater (“Phase 2 average density”), and seawater (“Phase 2 seawater”) for the 674 
aquitard salinity. Errors were calculated as: 100×(Phase 2 xtip – Phase 1 xtip)/Phase 1 xtip. 675 
  676 
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5. Conclusions 677 
 678 
Our numerical modelling results indicate that the salinity structure within offshore aquitards 679 
is closely related to that of offshore aquifers, in contradiction to Bakker’s (2006) assumption 680 
of seawater in the aquitard, and in general agreement with the conclusion by Kooi and Groen 681 
(2001) that salinization of the aquitard leads to salinization of the underlying aquifer. 682 
Rayleigh theory is applied to the results of numerical models that simulate offshore aquitards 683 
explicitly, adding to previous Rayleigh applications that consider alternative conceptual 684 
arrangements of the unstable, mixed-convective problem. We find that a critical Rayleigh 685 
number of about 2 accords with the position where the aquitard salinity transitions from 686 
freshwater to seawater. Whether this critical value applies to subsea problems involving more 687 
realistic dispersion parameters is the subject of further research. 688 
 689 
The numerical experiments undertaken in this study reveal that Bakker’s (2006) analytical 690 
solution over-predicts the offshore extent of freshwater, specifically the position of the 691 
interface tip. A novel application of the GHB package of SEAWAT to the current conceptual 692 
model allowed us to determine that Bakker’s (2006) analytical solution is sensitive to the 693 
aquitard salinity assumption, and that the over-prediction of the interface tip is associated 694 
with the assumption of seawater in the aquitard. 695 
 696 
SEAWAT’s GHB formulation does not allow for accurate representation of the analytically 697 
derived offshore aquitard conditions without ‘artificial’ modification of the GHB input 698 
parameters to account for the buoyancy effects that accompany predetermined aquitard 699 
salinity values. We offer guidance on GHB application for offshore aquifer-aquitard 700 
simulation, and compare models with implicit and explicit aquitard representation to show 701 
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that the GHB package can reliably simulate offshore freshwater extent using our proposed 702 
method. 703 
 704 
The results of this investigation show that the overestimation of the offshore freshwater extent 705 
produced by recent analytical solutions appears correctable if freshwater, instead of seawater, 706 
is presumed to occur in the offshore aquitard where the underlying aquifer contains 707 
freshwater. A reformulation of the analytical solution using the condition that the aquitard 708 
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